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• What is gender to you? A social construct or identity?

• A lot of people don’t know exactly how to define gender

• Some people view it as an identity, if they were alone they would still feel dysphoria

• Quarantine has given some people a better sense of themselves 

• Agentic and communal traits are often gendered (as masculine and feminine)

• Gender is a violent system imposed on everyone. However there are some people who 

fit better in that system than others

• Gender puts people in boxes however the content of those boxes has shifted over time

• It’s impossible to totally separate your sense of gender from the constructs of society

How has being on the aromantic or asexual spectrum informed your gender identity or how has 

your gender identity informed your sexual or romantic orientation?

• One person experienced confusion between the two. When feeling jealous of masculine 

people they assumed it was attraction before realising that they actually wanted to be 

more like them genderwise

• One person assumed that they disliked parts of their body that were sexualised because 

they were ace, but realised it was also gender related

• One person feels that outside of other people’s actions, their gender doesn’t matter to 

them because of being ace/aro

• Being a girl is tied to being attracted to / attractive to men, so not participating in that 

makes you feel disconnected and different 

• Sexual orientation used to be tied to gender during parts of history. In some places gay 

men and women used to be considered the same gender.

• Ace and aro communities have a lot of “gender not fitting stuff”, possibly partly because 

there is a higher than average number of autistic people, and partly because they do not 

need to form the same kind of relationships as other people

• People often put people in gender boxes to see if they’re “allowed” to be attracted to 

them

• After realising other people experience sexual attraction, people wondered if they were 

missing other stuff as well, which led to discoveries about their gender. 

• People often conform more to stereotypical gender expectations when they grow up and 

form relationships

• Asexuality helped people accept their gender, being in queer spaces helped
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• AVEN was the place where there were enough people present to have “agender” 

become a known term

How can we have better intersection between gender issues and ace/aro issues when it comes 

to discussion?

• The structures that need to be overthrown to make an ace/aro friendly world are also 

related to gender, as well as other intersections ex/ class, race, ability etc etc. It’s 

impossible to totally separate them

Was there anything else people wanted to discuss?

 

• Asexuality fits in with some stereotypes of cis women

• One person was more comfortable with “girl” than “woman” when referring to themself, 

partly because woman felt more sexual and has more expectations

• “Woman” feels more of a deliberate choice than “girl” which is imposed on people

• Girls have more freedom in gender presentation

• One person recalls being told their short hair was fine for now but when they met a guy 

they would have to grow it out.

• Arguments for excluding aces/aros and enbies can often be similar

• People are often put into the wrong boxes in a similar way ex/ at a nonbinary meetup 

people assumed things about people’s gender and also relationship status because one 

person happened to be presenting more masculine and one happened to be presenting 

more feminine that day. 

Are there more women and nonbinary aces or is that just who’s coming to the community?

• The census data that included non-aces also had more women and non-binary people 

so it’s likely that at least part of the skew about who’s showing up in those spaces 

• Accessing either the aro/ace or non-binary community makes it easier to be part of the 

other community

Other things to discuss?

• There is no box for nonbinary people in straight/cis spaces

• It shares its invisibility with aro/ace identities
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• Ace community spaces have conversations in the presence of men that they wouldn’t 

normally have ex/ about gendered street harassment

• There are some positives to having a non-male centric space

• Some people can feel more comfortable with ace/aro men because they don’t have to 

worry about accidentally seeming interested

• Ace/aro men’s experience as a minority may make them more likely to listen to other 

minorities

• However some people feel dismissed/ dehumanised by men in general, especially cis 

men

• Before some people accepted their ace identity they felt pressure to reciprocate people’s

feelings. Now they don’t feel wrong for saying no.


